Inappropriate Donations
Create Secondary Disasters!

Donations
Contributions that make a difference!

Ask people who know what is most needed and when!
Coordinate with the receiving agency!
Decide what you will collect!
Plan ahead! Collect what will be needed in 2-3 weeks.
Plan for shipping and handling!
Ask others to join you!
Be specific when requesting donations!
Plan for donations to come in after the drive is over!

Inappropriate Donations
Create Secondary Disasters!
Disaster survivors often have needs that take priority over donated clothing or food. Your response will have more impact if you check with the experts and take time to focus on what is most needed.

Cash is always preferred over material donations. Cash can purchase goods and services in disaster stricken communities boosting the local economy.

Support the Emergency Disaster Fund

BRETHREN Disaster Ministries

1-800-451-4407

www.brethrendisasterministries.org